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Manager
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Employee
Entered by: Dave Rogers Date: 02/26/2019

Status: Acknowledge Review
Comment:

Achievements

Highlight your achievements relative to your goals 
set from last year, and comment on any goals that 
were not achieved. What did you learn and what 
would you have done differently?

Manager Evaluation Employee Evaluation
Rating: Exceeds Expectations Rating: Meets Expectations

Response: • Dave has been in a stretch role to not 
only technically lead a young team, but 
also act as people manager and mentor 
the junior developers on the team.

• Reviews almost every PR that is raised 
and provides valuable comments.

Response: In the past, I've rated myself as far exceeds 
on all areas, which is accurate, but quickly 
learned, having been around the block a few 
times, that it doesn't matter what I think on 
how I did, but rather what the person 
evaluating me thinks. As such, I''ll score 
myself dead-center on every area, meeting 
expectations, leaving it open to the evaluator 
to agree, raise, or lower their view of that 
arbitrary expectation.



• His technical leadership has been very 
important in ensuring that the iOS 
platform is scalable and implements 
best practices. Of note has been the 
various POCs and hackathon projects 
that Dave has collaborated on to 
provide thoughtful leadership.

• Fantastic communication and 
documentation skills which goes a long 
way to providing Product Owners with 
clear, concise details that I can use to 
speak to stakeholders. 

• Guiding the Quality Engineers on 
learning Swift that will help them once 
we move towards native automation 
testing.

• Spearheading the Unit Test case writing 
for the App.

• Introduced a process to monitor 
NewRelic crashes for iOS App.

Section Summary

Manager Evaluation Employee Evaluation
Rating: Exceeds Expectations Rating: Meets Expectations

Core Values
Quality

We strive to meet the quality expectations set by (ourselves and) our customers.
 

Describe how you demonstrated Quality over the past 12 months through 
excellence, accountability and impact.
 

Manager Evaluation Employee Evaluation
Proficiency Rating: Exceeds Expectations Proficiency Rating: Meets Expectations
Comment: Dave has always focused on process 

improvements for the team that helps with 
improving the quality of the code. He 
spearheaded the refactor of multiple features 
in the app to reduce it's complexity and make 
it more scalable. With his technical 
knowledge he has helped with mentoring 
developers to think quality first and not look 
workarounds or short term solutions. He also 
created and updated the NewRelic 

Comment: * I am a stickler for standards, slowing 
moving this rock of unstandardized code into 
a more maintainable mass via standards
* I personally code review every PR, since 
the first day, and have a long list of notable 
reviewer comments tracked on Confluence
* I make myself available near 18-20 hours a 
day, routinely reviewing, chatting, having 
mtgs, etc. with onshore and offshore, 7 days 
a week



monitoring process that is helping the team to 
monitor and resolve production crashes 
quickly.

* I promote the team to step up, yet answer 
those hard questions that elude others, most 
recent example is 4 days ago where 3 devs, 
including a senior one, was unsure the issue, 
yet I was able to share and resolve the 
problem in a matter of minutes
* I'm not one to hide insights and knowledge 
for fear of others, quite the opposite, really 
enjoy the 15 iOS devs under me and helping 
them evolve in to the a better version of 
themselves
* I am the glue to the team, spreading out, 
filling the cracks, solidifying the structures
* I have been active outside the team w/ 
product owners, devops, and the 
architectural team in promoting and sharing 
my experiences and insights
* I work very closely with devops, every week 
in some capacity, helping to provide a 
seamlessly experience in downloading and 
testing out product, as well as handling all the 
Apple related administration steps to ensure 
the healthy status of our product(s).
* Once I got an understanding of the 
company's direction, helped to promote a 
future of multiple app support, rolling in a 
decade of direct experience
* I've documented on Confluence a mass on 
educational experiences, set forth 
procedures and processes (most recently the 
v2 of the crash reporting tracking, which 
there was no process before I started it)
* I work closely with other teams, did a BLE 
prototype so hardware (Jacques' team) could 
help track down an issue they were having), 
as well as software (been an active 
participant in the Analytics migration did all 
the precursor work to setting up the app to 
have a shield over the analytics, versus the 
dirty per-instance specific Google Analytics 
that was setup and work closely with Alex, 
helped to find the root issue of a problem i 
December with a shared debugging session 
with Swrve's developer contact, pointing out 
the problem to him instead of him finding it)
* have mentored everybody, and additionally 
closely mentored the new intern, Purvesh
* have helped a hidden gem blossom, via 
Antonio, chat w/ him almost daily, every day, 
in some capacity, guided him in the Proteus 
Language Manager, in the Proteus Plip 
Queue Manager, and in the Demo App, 
Testing IDs tool I suggested, many more



* I worked very closely with Vivian in the 
implementation of the Treatment Plan new 
Coordinator pattern, some with Ashish, but 
Vivian was lead between them.
* Working closely over the christmas holidays 
with offshore and the Config Manager, 
several calls / online sessions and slacks
* Worked closely with Nexient when the iOS 
team was adding Japanese support, which 
eventually led to my re-direction of that effort 
in a path to support multiple languages
* Work closely with Scrum Master / Sal in 
answering those off questions and unusual 
scenarios
* Have created a dozen+ POCs for various 
explorations
* Am leading the technical efforts to a current 
shift in adding support for UI related Unit 
Testing
* Technically have Luis and Vivan as direct 
mentors, and also indirectly took Antonio due 
to his thirst for knowledge
* I point out those things that others may 
have concerns of pointing out for fear of 
stepping on toes
* I have been the sold driving force behind 
keeping out toolset current - when I started 
the toolset was nearly 2 years aged, and 
have quickly updated it since to the latest 
versions as they are released
* I have taken NewRelic tracking on 
personally and developed a joint 
responsibility tracking scheme, and updated 
it to version 2 just last month
* I promote team unity, have contributed to 
the prodigy studies, encourage the 
underlings to attend every team event, and 
without efforts, bring a cheerful atmosphere 
to the working environment
* Although not Company imposed, my self-
perceived responsibilities and goals each 
week has me working at at least 60-80 hours 
a week, just not enough hours in the day
* I've created a video series to further 
document certain areas and proof of concept 
ideas
* I created my own Hacker Corner where I 
post developer questions routinely with my 
version of the answer immediately, protected 
for the week, and as other devs send me 
their solutions, I open access to them, 
making it public at the end of each week
* I am just starting an initiative to educate out 



testing group in Swift programming language
* My number 1 goal, which often sets me 
back in time, is to make sure I'm available to 
everybody who needs my help, and also to 
those that don't know that they need my 
help ;), by way of code reviews, ideas, 
comments, suggestions. The well being and 
forward progress and development of the 
team is a milestone goal.
* I was instrumental on the directive from our 
CEO and the Board of Directors when we 
had a 2-week deadline to produce a working 
Demo App for the lobby (currently on display 
in the lobby). On this, I worked closely with 
Antonio to meet this top-tier deadline
* I participate in every Hackathon, and 
promote all the devs to do as well, lead by 
example
* I often attend both stand ups to help have 
an idea of what the team overall is working 
on and how I can help

Teamwork

We believe in teams built on trust, respect and open communication.

Describe how you demonstrated Teamwork over the past 12 months through 
collaboration, communication and maintained relationships.
 

Manager Evaluation Employee Evaluation
Proficiency Rating: Exceeds Expectations Proficiency Rating: Meets Expectations
Comment: Dave is a team first kind of person. He thinks 

about what ie best for the team and works 
with the developers to implement it. He has 
documented and shared code from his 
personal projects to educate the team and 
help them with understanding and developing 
better applications. He is constantly 
mentoring and teaching new things.

Comment: see above

Leadership

We lead by example to foster creativity, innovation and risk taking.



Describe how you demonstrated Leadership over the past 12 months through 
judgment, guidance and integrity.

Manager Evaluation Employee Evaluation
Proficiency Rating: Meets Expectations Proficiency Rating: Meets Expectations
Comment: Dave is continuing to grow as a leader and 

mentoring all the developers on the team. He 
brings a wealth of knowledge to the table and 
is more than happy to share it with the team 
and help them learn new concepts. He 
constantly encourages developers to think 
outside the box and guides them when 
blocked.

Comment: see above

Section Summary

Manager Evaluation Employee Evaluation
Proficiency Rating: Exceeds Expectations Proficiency Rating: Meets Expectations

Development Items
Product iOS Team

Additional Information: I've had my hands in so many areas this past year, would love to expand dozens of directions. 
To pick the top one, would be to set forth the direction for the future applications to support 
multiple vendors, sharing a common code base, yet being less complicated to support. This is no 
easy structure internally, and my vast previous experiences really aid to Proteus' success in this 
space.

Status: In Progress

Start Date: Jan 1, 2019 Completion Date: Dec 31, 2019

Section Summary

Manager Evaluation Employee Evaluation
Comment: Comment:


